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Jerry Spann (right) with Bent Larsen

Last month we looked at Oklahoman Jerry
Spann’s historic three-year term as USCF
President and the turn-around in U.S. organized
chess.
chess diplomat and influential mentor.
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Jerry Spann: Part II
Post-President Years

by Tom Braunlich

After his successful USCF presidency (see last
month’s Part I), in 1960 Jerry Spann jumped
right into the roles of “chess diplomat” and
“organizational mentor” on all levels of the
chess world — internationally, nationally, and
locally.
In each of these areas he made his mark, and
although he was to die young (in 1968) his
protégés were in place to help the Fischer
Boom of 1972 come about and take advantage
of it. Internationally, he was America’s leading
chess diplomat, the FIDE vice president for our
zone, the U.S. delegate to the annual FIDE
congresses, and networking to bring more
international chess to the USA. On the national
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level, he was still active politically at the
annual USCF membership meetings,
chairman of the foreign affairs commmittee,
and helping guide new president Fred
Cramer with continuing membership drive
efforts (which Cramer modeled after Spann’s
system). And at the local level he
concentrated on mentoring new young
players and potential tournament directors.
Often these many efforts “leaked” into each
other… somewhat spectacularly. D Ballard
(who was to become Oklahoma’s first homegrown master) tells one such story that
occurred while playing some games at
Spann’s house:
“During that afternoon a very large package
arrived while we were playing. Alice
answered the door and received it from the
delivery person. Jerry brought it in and
began opening it. As soon as he saw what it
was, he said, ‘Castro said he would send me
one.’ The package contained an ornate chess
table that had been used at the 1966 Havana
Chess Olympiad. I was just amazed."

“As soon as he saw what it was, he said,
‘Castro said he would send me one.’ The
package contained an ornate chess table
that had been used at the 1966 Havana
Chess Olympiad. I was just amazed."

period of the Cold War. But not in chess. Saidy,
who is currently writing his memoirs, says Spann
was so busy as both captain and diplomat he
spent little time with him during the event. The
proposed USA-USSR match eventually fell
through, but Spann would continue to revive the
idea in the coming years.
Fischer vs. The Russians
Although Spann was getting along well with the
Russians, the young Bobby Fischer was not. The
young GM, who had obliterated the field at the
Interzonal qualifying tournament in 1961, could

1. INTERNATIONAL LEGACY
Spann had begun making international chess
contacts when president, but his main
introduction to that came when he led the
U.S. team to the World Student Team
Championship in Leningrad (USSR) in 1960.
He was officially acting as team captain, and
to the surprise of everyone the U.S. team
impressively won the event. (The American
team was lead by Bill Lombardy and included
five other strong masters such as Anthony
Saidy. The Soviet team was led by Spassky
with five other future GMs.) The story of this
event has been told in the OCQ in an article
by Frank Berry, and can be read in Chess Life
Online here: http://www.uschess.org/content/view/10765/568/
While there, Spann met with the Soviets with
the goal of organizing a USA-USSR team
match to be held in 1961, similar to previous
matches held in the ‘40s and ‘50s. He got
along very well with the Russians even
though this was perhaps the worst time

Jerry Spann leads the team to Leningrad…
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finish only 4th in the Candidates tournament in
1962 to select the challenger for Botvinnik,
the world champion. Fischer charged the
Russians with “fixing” the event by agreeing
to make quick draws with each other while
fighting their hardest against him, thus saving
energy. It was a legitimate charge considering
the event was a grueling 28-round affair.
in spearheading new rules for the
Candidates tournament at the next FIDE
Congress, and succeeded in changing the
system from the its 8-player quadruple round
robin tourney to a series of elimination
matches among the eight candidates. This
system proved to be more fair and led to
many exciting matches for several decades,
although it was also more difficult for
organizers to fund and administrate, with
matches lasting 12 games or more. But it was
one of Spann’s international legacies.

chess stars would however also help in his role
as a leader of USCF.

2. USA NATIONAL LEGACY
Jerry Spann’s post-president work in the USCF
can be summarized as having two main goals:
international events in America. He
strongly believed that America’s top players,
other than Fischer, were not getting the
experience they needed to compete at the top
levels and pushed for every way he could think
of to bring top players here to compete. Such
events not only helped our top talents, but also
he believed were good for the sport in general
by attracting public attention
International Recruiter

Spann continued to represent USA at the FIDE
Congress throughout the first half of the ‘60s,
a job which required patience with the slowmoving bureaucracy. One of his other goals at
this time was to convince FIDE to adopt the
successfully in the USA. FIDE dragged its feet
on committing to it during Spann’s time there,
but they did eventually institute it in 1970 and
it is still in use today, the legacy of Arapad
Elo, Jerry Spann, and Kenneth Harkness.
Spann’s network contacts with both
international organizers and many individual

Spann was the man when it came to organizing
international events in the U.S., as it is through
him that invitations to foreign grandmasters
were communicated and arranged, although
often the final event that actually occurred was
much different than originally envisioned.
The prime example of this was the famous
Piatgorsky Cup tournament of 1963 in
California. This started out in 1962 as Spann’s
effort to again arrange another USA-USSR team
match, to be held in New York in 1963. Using
telegrams to communicate (which used sparse
language like modern day “tweets” due to their
expense) Spann communicated with his
opposite number in the Soviet Union, L.
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Abramov, to negotiate for the team match.
Such matches had taken place several times
since the ‘40s, with the USA getting beat every
time. But Spann was confident that with
Fischer in the lead and such talents as
Lombardy and Evans along with Reshevsky that
the Americans had fair chances in such a
match, and an upset victory in New York would
be a great “cold war propagands victory.” The
U.S. state department was convinced to
support the idea with regard to the Soviet
travel to the USA (a previous sticking point).

It is important to remember history when
considering this work — the cold war was at its
most dangerous period in 1962. The Cuban
Missile Crisis occurred in the middle of these
negotiations!
Initially, neither of these efforts came through
— Botvinnik lost his title to Petrosian in early
1963, scuttling a possible Fischer-Botvinnik
confrontation, and the USA-USSR team match
also fell through at the last minute — however,
before it was completely dead Spann was able
to “morph” it into something else.
Working with Jacqueline Piatgorsky, a top
female player from Santa Monica, California,
who was married to wealthy cello virtuoso
Gregor Piatgorsky and

Spann negotiated for Petrosian and Keres to
play, with Korchnoi as a backup for Petrosian
if the new world champion was not up for the
event after his grueling title match. Petrosian
did chose it as his first tournament as world
champion — the first champion to play in the
USA since Alekhine at Pasedena in 1932.

Spann with the Piatgorskys, cover
photo showing the Cup Trophy.

At the same time a Fischer-Botvinnik match
had been proposed and Spann was also making
progress trying to negotiate that possibility.

The rest of the field included all top GMs as
well: Najdorf, Gligoric, Reshevsky, Panno,
and Olafsson …
… but there was no Bobby Fischer. Bobby was
of course one of the two Americans invited,
but he insisted on getting a hefty appearance
fee that wasn’t being offered to anyone else.
Spann and others tried to reason with him,
but to no avail. This wasn’t the first time
Spann had been called upon to deal with
Fischer’s increasing demands. He had actually
taken Bobby’s side in the dispute with the
organizers that prematurely ended the
Fischer-Reshevsky match in 1961. But Fischer
was bound to drop out of the next world
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championship cycle, to everyone’s great
disappointment, in spite of pleas from his
supporters like Spann.

prizes for a first place tie.

Mentorship

However, no doubt Fischer came to regreat his
decision about the Piatgorsky when he saw

Spann’s work on the national level also
featured his mentorship of like-minded USCF
politicians who were considered protégés of
his leadership style and philosophy, and who
led the USCF into the Fischer Boom era.
Among these were Fred Cramer (president
1961-63) and Ed Edmondson (president 196466 and executive director 1966-1975).

When the Piatgorsky Cup came together, Spann
went into promoter mode, one of the many
hats he still wore for the USCF. He for example
wrote to the White House and got an official
response saying President Kennedy was
delighted to hear about the tournament and
wished them good luck, etc.

Spann gave the welcoming speech at the
opening ceremony, and a sumptuous banquet
for 200 saw Petrosian and Keres receive their

Edmondson was to play a big role in paving
the road for the always-difficult Bobby Fischer
to come back to the world championship cycle
and make his historic run to the championship
victory over Spassky in 1972, which in turn
became the bittersweet zenith of chess in the
U.S. The boom still reverberates here to this
day. Though this occurred after Jerry’s death
in 1968, one can say he had a hand in that
legacy as well through his adherents like
Edmondson (although of course practically the
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whole U.S. chess community worked
unselfishly and tirelessly to push Fischer
forward at this time).

Richard Dermer (left) playing GM Larry Evans in a simul at the OSU
Student Union in Stillwater, October 1969.

3. OKLAHOMA LEGACY
All through this time while working at the
higher levels, Spann was also busy locally in
Oklahoma doing the same thing, including
trying to find new protégé tournament
directors here and mentor them to seed the
future of Oklahoma chess.
One of them who Spann believed had a future
on the national chess scene was Richard
Dermer, the owner of the Hideaway Pizza
restaurant in Stillwater, Oklahoma. Richard,
who passed away in 2014, was a class B player
in the 1960s who Spann roped into
tournament organizing. He made a comment
at one annual meeting that the next
Oklahoma Open could be held at the Student
Union in Stillwater instead of the usual Tulsa
or OKC sites, and Spann immediately tasked
him with organizing it! (This was a typical
tactic of Spann – as well as of his other
protégés like the Berry brothers. If you make
the mistake of suggesting something, it got
turned back on you!) At one point Dermer was
offered the executive director job at the
USCF, but turned it down as he didn’t want to
leave his business in Stillwater (lucky for him,
as it would have been him having to deal with
Fischer in 1972 instead of Edmondson!).

Dermer was among those who took over in
Oklahoma after Spann’s death in 1968. He
started the North American Open in 1971.
Later in life Dermer gave up on official chess
work but became a popular president of the
American Kiteflyers Association and traveled
the world promoting his other great hobby.

These directors and others were in place
when the Fischer Boom happened in 1972 and
were able to grow chess in Oklahoma at that
time as new players flooded into the
tournaments here as well as across the
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country. Soon we were having monthly weekend
Swiss tournaments at Oklahoma sites that would
regularly draw 100 players. This in turn led to
the greatest flowering of master and expert
players in the state, with about a dozen
homegrown masters appearing here in the postFischer years, a time which has never been
equaled since during the scholastic chess years.
Local Memories and Protégés
Spann also was a generous mentor to young
players in many ways, including D Ballard, Joe
Hill, and others.
D Ballard remembers, “Jerry Spann was a
fabulous promoter of chess and we all owe him
a lot of credit for that. About 1965 Robert Bond
and I played a four game match. Jerry came to
the motel where we played and refereed. He
then gave me a ride back to my dorm.”
“Now as with most promoters there were some
minor flaws,” Ballard says. “He tended to
exaggerate some facts ... just to promote chess,
you understand. He himself was about 1750
playing strength. He and I played two slow clock
games about late 1966 in his own house that
showed this.” (See one of Spann’s tournament
games, printed next page.) Most important,
however, is that he did a tremendous job of
promoting the USCF and chess in Oklahoma.”
Joe Hill recalls, “Jerry was very active in chess
organization during my ‘initial’ playing
days. One of my first opponents was his
daughter, Cathy. I really did not have much
contact with him but I did visit him in the Paseo
district in OKC at his place of business, two or
three times, for lunch and chess. Today Paseo is
artsy but this would have been in 1961 (before I
met D and the Berry twins). I had to be driving
my mother’s car, just having turned 16. … He
was quite encouraging to me and other young
players to pursue chess activity. He loved his
cigars. And in my opinion he was the reason Ed
Edmondson became USCF president (and of
course Ed is the primary person to get Fischer
into the championship routine in the late
60s). So Jerry did indeed have a large impact on
Fischer becoming world champion.”

Jim Berry tells several funny stories that
are revealing about Spann’s personality.
“One time at a tournament that Spann was
directing, D Ballard was called upon to
adjudicate a game that had been suspended
with one player down the exchange but
having some compensation for it. Ballard,
by far the strongest player around in these
days (he won a simul game with Bobby
Fischer in 1964), was analyzing it closely
and struggling with his ruling, and
eventually decided it should be a draw with
best play. Just then Jerry Spann stepped in
and declared the game to be a win, not a
draw! ‘How can you do that?’ Ballard said.
‘No problem, I just did,’ Spann said.”
“Then there was the time he ‘crashed’ a
simultaneous at the Mechanics Chess Club
in San Francisco,” Jim Berry recalls. “We
were shown a picture of him giving a
simultaneous exhibition at the club with a
ring of players at boards in a circle, looking
for all the world like Reshevsky or Fischer
giving an exhibition. We wondered, ‘What is
this?’ It turned out that he crashed it —
when the master giving the simul was on the
other side of the room out of sight, Spann
jumped out into the middle of the ring,
posed at one of the boards, and had a
photographer snap his picture!”
Berry says Spann brought top foreign GMs to
Oklahoma to give rare simultaneous
exhibitions here, including Gligoric, Benko,
and Tifunovic. It isn’t known how many of
those he crashed.
Numerous other stories exist about Spann
giving rides to tournaments to players,
paying for hotel rooms for youngstrs who
couldn’t afford to go, etc. At awards
ceremonies he frequently would pass the
hat to get spectators to donate to the prize
fund.
“What was Spann’s
I don’t think he had one,” Jim Berry
explains. “He was always reacting to keep
chess alive, and would do anything that
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might help, no matter how small. He had no time for a
philosophy… But he did remember to have fun along the way,
which was one reason he was so popular.”
The Player
Jerry Spann was a player too, and often played in open
tournaments when he had the time, and could be formidable.
Pictured at right is one of his games annotated by IM George
Koltanowsky for Chess Life in 1956 when the U.S. Open was in
Oklahoma City.
Jerry Spann Memorial
Jerry Spann was diagnosed with cancer in 1967, yet continued
to play tournament chess up until within six months of the
end.
He passed away on January 5, 1968.
Seldom, if ever, has there been such an outpouring of
testimonials of love and admiration for a chess official as that
which immediately followed this news about the death of
Jerry Spann. Many of them were quoted in Part I of this
tribute, last month, and they represent only a small slice.
Immediately there were calls for the USCF to establish ‘a
living chess memorial suitable to his memory.” (See
announcement by Marshall Roland here, from Chess Life.)

Ideas included a scholarship fund in his name or a national
memorial tournament. A committee was formed for the
purpose. As you can see from the pictured correspondence on
the next page, while the committee was getting started
Richard Dermer, then presidnt of the OCA (Oklahoma Chess
Association) and its members voted to permanently rename
the Oklahoma Open and State Championship tournament
the Jerry Spann Memorial.
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the memory of Jerry Spann.
The 2017 Jerry Spann Memorial was held this
month, September 2-3, 2017 in Oklahoma
City. See the report on page 13.

Hopefully these two articles on the chess
career of Jerry Spann will remind players
about him — and all the others who have
fought hard and worked selflessly for the
sport of chess over the years. May they, and
the sport of chess itself that Jerry so loved,
never be forgotten.

This was soon codified into the OCA Bylaws
and for decades the Jerry Spann Memorial
was the name of the state championship
tournament.
Unfortunately, in 2003 when a schism
occurred in chess factions in Oklahoma, the
OCA changed many things in the bylaws
including the name of its state championship,
which is now called the Oklahoma Open
without the Jerry Spann name.
The Oklahoma Chess Foundation (OCF) has
endeavored to keep the Jerry Spann Memorial
name tradition alive however as the
traditional title event, although not official,
since it is the long-established dedication to

Note: The illustrations in this article are mostly
taken from Chess Life and Chess Review
magazines. Exceptions are the above portrait
from the archives of Leah Koltanowsky, on the
California Chess Archives website, and the
telegram sample from the Piatgorsky
negotiations is also from this site. The Dermer
photo is courtesy of Marti Dermer.
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